
 

 
 

   With every heartbeat I knock on the hearts of every fellow human being,  

   like a beautiful bell, ringing powerfully - in silence... 

   From heart to heart, from soul to soul, guiding angel to guiding angel, or  

   directly through 'The Source of Light, Love and Life' (whatever name you  

   give It from your own experience)... 

   

     1. ☀ that good leadership is serving, with love and respect for the Great   

   Whole and every part of It: this way everyone will feel seen and heard  

   (which we all need) and we ourselves as well can offer better leadership 

     2. ☀  that the unrest of 'not having enough' will disappear like snow in  

   the sun, as soon as we will share our abundance: then we will still have  

   enough and we all will get what we need much sooner 

     3. ☀  that every soul will glow when living the Golden Rule (do good,  

   find favor), and that we can be more to others if we (first) take good  

   care of ourselves 

     4. ☀  that gratitude for all that we do have, or all that can be done,  

   makes us hopeful, strong, inventive & creative, showing us how all that 

   we do not have (done) yet, can come or be done in a different way 

     5. ☀  that we are complementing one another perfectly since we all  

   have strong and less strong sides; the more we accept ourselves, the  

   more understanding we will find for others  

     6. ☀  that we can ask freely for what we need, after all: receiving is  

   the same as giving another person the space to give, and giving is only  

   possible if someone gives the space to receive; seen this way giving and  

   receiving are the same 

     7. ☀  that there will be Light always: the sun will shine always (also be- 

   hind the clouds or on the other side of the world), and the stars are best  

   seen in the dark 

     8. ☀  that we ourselves are Light, if we gratefully step into our power  

   and use all our talents for the Great Good of All 

     9. ☀ that really everyone is connected like brothers and sisters: so we  

   can enjoy the happiness of another being, like a mother who becomes  

   tender when her baby laughs or coos and gurgles with with joy 

   10. ☀  that our intention to actually apply these insights in our daily lives,  

   is the first step towards peace within ourselves, peace around us, and  

   peace worldwide                                          
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